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Abstract:
This research originated from the results of a preliminary study of needs analysis
obtained through interviews with the Headmaster of Madrasah Ibtidaiyah in
Palembang, it was concluded that Headmaster of Madrasah Ibitidaiyah did not
conduct academic supervision appropriate with the procedure, because they did not
know the procedures for implementing supervision. In this study we develop a module
of academic supervision of the Headmaster of the Madrasah Ibtidaiyah that is valid,
practical and effective. The sample in this study were Headmaster of Madrasah
Ibtidaiyah with accredited A, B and C status totaling 10 Madrasah and 8 supervised
teachers to see the impact of implementing academic supervision after the use of the
module. The results of this study concluded that the module developed was feasible
because it was declared valid, practical and effective.
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1. Introduction
The Ministry Regulation No. 13 of 2007 concerning the standards of the Principal it

is stated that the principal must have 5 competencies, personality, managerial,
entrepreneurship, supervision and social competencies. In the supervisory competence
explained the Principal must plan an academic supervision program in order to
increase teachers’ professionalism, carry out academic supervision by using
appropriate supervision approaches and techniques. In addition, in order to increase
the professionalism of teachers it is very necessary to follow up the results of
supervision. In principle, every education staff (teacher) must be supervised
periodically in carrying out their duties. If there are a large number of teachers, the
Principal can ask for help from his deputy or senior teacher to supervise [11].

Likewise the results of [1] concluded that the supervision approach was considered
effective for improving teachers’ skills in the implementation of learning. The success
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of the Principal as a supervisor, among others, can be seen through increasing
teachers’ awareness to improve their performance and increase the skills of teachers
in carrying out their duties. Meanwhile in reality, the supervision carried out by the
Principal did not have a positive impact on improving teachers’ performance. This is
supported by the results of [2] that the implementation of educational supervision
does not have a positive and significant effect on teachers’ performance. It is proven
by a significance value greater than the significance value of 0.05, which is 0.406. As
well as the correlation coefficient value of 0.063 which indicates the implementation
of education supervision has a very weak influence on teachers’ performance.

Whereas to achieve the goal of education the teacher must be professional, because
teachers have a very big role in achieving educational quality. The teacher is a
profession, which means a position that requires special skills and cannot be done by
anyone outside the educational field [10].

Based on the results of observations on August 14, 2018, the performance of some
teachers is not optimal, for example teaching without RPP, lesson plans are only
considered administrative tasks, do not review the success rate of RPP, besides that
the teacher is not optimal in teaching both in terms of time and teaching materials.
Not a few teachers who teach only carry pencil boxes without teaching materials,
teachers are also not optimal in motivating students, this is seen from the enthusiasm
of students towards the subjects given by the teacher, besides that the teacher is not
optimal in teaching both in terms of time and teaching materials. Not a few teachers
who teach only carry pencil boxes without teaching materials, teachers are also not
optimal in motivating students, this is seen from the enthusiasm of students towards
the subjects given by the teacher, students are lazy to do homework, and not
infrequently also sub-themes that should be finished in 1 week to 2 weeks or more,
meaning that it takes more time to complete the discussion.

This situation is in line with the results of [15] and supported by the opinion of
Sinta Lestari, S.Pd, the Headmaster of Madrasah Ibtidaiyah Assegap (Interview, 18
August 2018) who said that Such conditions also occur in the madrasa, one of the
reasons being that the supervision carried out by the Principal is only a formality of
fulfilling obligations only because sometimes the Principal also does not understand
the instruments that must be filled. Actually there is a guidance module but it is very
impractical, broad and requires a long time to learn so that the supervision made by
the Principal does not reach the goal.

The reason is that the supervision carried out by the Principal is only a formality of
fulfilling obligations only because sometimes the Principal also does not understand
the instruments that must be filled. Actually there is a guidance module but it is very
impractical, broad and requires a long time to learn so that the supervision made by
the Principal does not reach the goal.

As an effort to improve the quality of the teacher, the Principal in carrying out his
function as a supervisor must have a guide [9], the guide was published by the
Ministry of Education and Culture of the Directorate General of teachers and
education personnel in 2016, consisting of 5 topics (1) academic supervision planning;
(2) implementation of academic supervision; (3) analysis of academic supervision
data; (4) giving feedback; and (5) Report on the implementation of academic
supervision. The supervision module contains a lot, but usually only the instruments
are taken but the instruments cannot describe the actual teaching situation, making it
difficult for principals who have enough teachers and have to represent their
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superintendents or senior teachers. The supervision module contains a lot, but usually
only the instruments are taken but the instruments cannot describe the actual teaching
situation, making it difficult for principals who have enough teachers and have to
represent their superintendents or senior teachers. Because reading the results of the
check on the instrument is very different from looking directly at it. Therefore it is
necessary to have modules that are suitable for the situation or that can use advanced
technology but still affordable, (Results of interviews with Dra. Nur'aini Farida, M.Si
headmaster of MIN 1 Teladan Palembang, August 17 2018).

Likewise with Dra. Fatimah, M.M headmaster of Madrasah Ibtidaiyah (MI).
Munawariyah said if the supervision carried out so far did not have a significant
influence on the quality of teaching teachers because of the instrument is too rigid and
cannot inform the teacher of the shortcomings that must be corrected, when discussing
the teacher feels like being judged, even when notifying the supervision schedule, the
teacher feels burdened. This is one of the factors that does not achieve the goal of
supervision (Interview, August 18, 2018). Of course this is not in accordance with the
principle of supervision proposed by Mulyasa (2015). Principals as supervisors in
carrying out their duties must pay attention to the following principles (1) consultative,
legal and non-hierarchical relationships; (2) implemented democratically; (3) centered
on education staff (teachers); (4) carried out based on the needs of education staff
(teachers); and (5) is professional assistance [16,6,12].

The main purpose of conducting academic supervision is actually to provide
technical assistance and guidance to teachers and staff so that these personnel are able
to improve the quality of their performance [5,7,17]. In addition, the concrete goal of
academic supervision is to improve the quality of teacher performance, namely (a)
assisting teachers in understanding the purpose of education and what is the role of
the school in achieving these goals; (b) helping teachers better understand the
conditions and needs of their students clearly; (c) forming a strong group moral and
uniting the teacher in an effective team, cooperating intently and further strengthening
friendship and creating the same feeling, the same and the same interests; (d) improve
student learning achievement through improving the quality of learning by teachers
guided by the Headmaster of Madrasah; (e) the teacher seeks to improve the quality of
strategies, expertise and teaching aids; (f) providing a system in the form of using
technology that can help teachers in teaching; and (g) as one of the bases for decision
making for principals to reposition teachers in the form of increasing curriculum
effectiveness so that they are effective and well implemented, improve the
effectiveness and efficiency of existing facilities and infrastructure to be managed and
utilized properly so as to optimize student success, create an optimal working
atmosphere through school management with the aim of further improving the quality
and student achievement as expected, creating a calm and conducive general school
situation which will have an impact on improving the quality of learning so that in the
end the achievement of graduate success in general [3,14,17,6].

From the description above, supervision is very important but if the implementation
is without clear and understandable guidance from all parties, the implementation will
not bring results or achieve the objectives to be achieved such as complaints made by
several Headmasters of Madrasah Ibtidaiyah, to clarify the results of the interview, the
researcher tried to extract information from the secretary of the Palembang City
Madrasah Supervisor Drs. Suyono, M.M (Interview, August 23, 2018), in his
explanation the Madrasah Supervisor said that approximately 70% of the 92 Madrasah
Ibtidaiyah in Palembang did not conduct academic supervision in accordance with the
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applicable procedures, they did so only in formality or only fulfilled the requirements
but did not understand the essence of implementing academic supervision itself, This
is of course contrary to the competency of a Principal, namely as a supervisor and
contradicts the results of a study conducted by Humairoh (2016) which concluded that
supervision has an important role in helping teachers to improve classroom teaching
skills, as well as diagnosing and looking for alternative problem solving faced by the
teacher. With the existence of clinical supervision the teacher can become a qualified
educator so that students can be smart and accomplished because the teacher is a very
important component in determining the quality of education. The above constraints
occur because there is no special module for academic supervision of the Headmaster
of Madrasah Ibtidaiyah (MI), besides that there are those who have never known
modules that have been prepared by [4] some do not understand the modules because
they are not specific even though they have been assisted by their respective
Madrasah Supervisors. There are also those who think that the modules are no longer
relevant, and there are also those who expect the modules to be short, solid and easy
to understand.

That is why researchers tried to develop an academic supervision module by the
Principal. Existing modules will be collaborated with technology, so that the
assessment carried out does not only use blanks with checked answers, but under any
circumstances the Principal will be able to know the learning process by the teacher in
the class and the teacher will be able to assess the shortcomings themselves. In
addition, the module as a product of development carried out by researchers was able
to answer all the complaints of the Principal so that there were no more School
Principals in Madrasah Ibtidaiyah who supervised only as a formality. Because
through academic supervision it is hoped that improvements will be made in the way
of teaching and the selection of methods in teaching so that students can enjoy
learning in the classroom to facilitate the teacher in achieving learning goals. This is
in line with the results of the [13] that the supervision of the Principal has a positive
impact on the teacher's commitment as a professional. The essence of academic
supervision is not at all assessing the performance of the teacher in managing the
learning process, but rather helping the teacher develop his professionalism.
Nevertheless, academic supervision cannot be separated from the assessment of the
teacher's performance in managing learning. If it is said that academic supervision is
supervision that focuses on observations made by supervisors on academic problems,
namely things that are directly in the environment of learning activities at the time of
students in the learning process.

Based on the background above, it is concluded that the development of a valid,
practical and effective academic supervision module for the Headmaster of the
Madrasah Ibtidaiyah is needed. The purpose of this development is to produce
academic supervision modules that are valid, practical and effective for Madrasah
Ibtidaiyah as an effort to improve the quality of teachers in the implementation of
learning.

2. Development Method
The method in this development, using the R & D method that will be developed

with the procedures and stages that have been determined according to a
predetermined time that is for 6 months. The steps of development carried out,
adopted the steps to develop the Thiagarajan Four D (4D) model 1974, namely (1)
Define; (2) Design; (3) Development; and (4) Disseminate. This research began with
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raising problems and observing directly to the surrounding Madrasah Ibtidaiyah and
indirectly by conducting interviews with the Headmasters of Islamic Madrasas and
literature studies on problems that emerged both from research journals and from the
mass media. So that the causes of non-influential academic supervision have been
carried out by the Principal with an increase in teacher performance caused by several
things including the Principal does not understand the existing academic supervision
module, and there is even a Principal who is not aware of a module for implementing
academic supervision. After knowing the problem, the researcher will develop the
module and combine it with practical technology so that it is easy to understand and
can be used as a guidance module for the Headmaster of Palembang City Islamic
Madrasah.

The next stage is the design stage, which is designing the module by making a
critique of existing products in the form of modules, then the module framework will
be designed as its development and simulating the academic supervision module by
the Principal in Madrasah Ibtidaiyah. Then the development stage is the stage to
produce a product development through two steps, namely expert appraisal followed
by revision and development testing (Developmental testing). During the expert
appraisal stage the researcher will submit an academic supervising module by the
Principal to the Madrasah Ibtidaiyah that has been developed to the module making
expert or madrasah supervisor to assess its feasibility and provide suggestions. These
suggestions will be used as input to improve product development. Furthermore, at
the Developmental testing stage, the researcher will propose a trial of the development
product to a predetermined subject target. At the time of testing, look for the response
data, reaction or comments from the module user target. After that, it is tested again
until the module results are valid, practical and effective. The last is the dissemination
stage. At this stage, there are three stages of activities that must be carried out, namely
the validation testing stage, the revised module at the development stage and then
implemented at the designated Madrasah Ibtidaiyah, the purpose of this activity is to
know the effectiveness of the modules that have been developed. adoption, this stage
was carried out with the aim that the guiding module for the implementation of
academic supervision by the Principal could be utilized by the Madrasah Ibtidaiyah in
Palembang. The module of the academic supervision guide will be printed in the form
of books and disseminated so that it can be absorbed or understood (diffused) and
used (adopted) by the Principal of Madrasah Ibtidaiyah in Palembang.

3. Development Results

3.1. Stage of Defining
At the stage of this definition, researchers found problems regarding academic

supervision in Madrasah Ibtidaiyah, based on the results of observations through
direct interviews with 3 headmasters of Madrasah Ibtidaiyah on different dates (17
and 18 August 2018), namely the Headmaster of MI. Munawariyah, Headmaster of
Exemplary MIN 1 Palembang and Headmaster of MI. Assegaf concluded that some
Headmasters of Madrasah conduct academic supervision only to the extent of
formality, do not know the actual procedure, even though there are available modules
but are not practical and effective, besides the instruments contained in the module
cannot explain the actual learning conditions if the Madrasah Chief's assignments
replaced by senior teachers in carrying out supervision.
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The next interview was held on August 23, 2018 with the madrasah secretary of the
Ministry of Religion in Palembang concluded that approximately 70% of the
Headmasters Madrasah Ibtidaiyah did not supervise according to the procedure, they
did so only fulfilling the accreditation requirements, and did not use the 2016 MoEC
supervision module for reasons not knowing. This is one reason the quality of teacher
learning is not good, awareness of the importance of learning administration is not
optimal. That's why researchers tried to develop an existing module as a solution to
help the Madrasah Ibtidaiyah Headmaster carry out his duties as a supervisor. Before
this module was developed, needs analysis was carried out first to fit the expectations
and could really be a solution for the implementation of academic supervision in the
city of Palembang especially in Madrasah Ibtidaiyah. Needs analysis is done through
filling out questionnaires and interviews with 10 Headmasters of Madrasah of people
who have been selected as respondents.

a. Needs Analysis
Based on the needs analysis data obtained through interviews on November 4-6

2018, it can be concluded that two Headmasters of Madrasah never conducted
academic supervision and 4 Headmasters of Madrasah did not know the actual
procedures for Supervision and 2 Headmasters of Madrasah said they were hesitant.
This shows that 70% of Headmasters of Madrasah do not make the Academic
Principal Learning Supervision module issued by the Ministry of Education and
Culture in 2016 a guideline for implementing academic supervision in their madrasas
on the grounds that the module content is too broad and ineffective.

Based on the results of the interview, the researcher found that the Headmaster of
Islamic Madrasah chosen as the respondent did not make the academic learning
supervision module issued by the Ministry of Education and Culture as a learning
guide in carrying out academic supervision in their respective madrassas because the
coverage was too broad including supervision of the entire education level. From
elementary to high school/vocational school as well as schools with special needs.
Therefore it is necessary to have an Academic Supervision Module specifically for
Madrasah Ibtidaiyah as the researchers are developing.

b. Analysis of the Contents of the 2016 Academic Learning Supervision Module
In the 2016 academic supervision learning module, a general explanation of

academic supervision, supervision planning, implementation of academic supervision,
analysis of academic supervision data, feedback and follow-up plans to improve the
learning process, academic supervision implementation reports, and reading material
which contains the scope of academic supervision outlined broadly covering the level
of SLB education, SD/MI, SMP/MTs and SMA/SMK/MA. In addition, the discussion
and explanation of the material is at the end of the discussion of activities, making it
difficult for the Headmaster of Madrasah to understand the objectives of the learning
activities that must be done. Considering the importance of the material contained in
the module, it will still be included in the module that will be developed because it is
in accordance with the stages of supervision, this is in accordance with the results of
interviews of researchers with the Headmaster of Madrasah Ibtidaiyah.

Based on the results of the interview, it was concluded that it needed a valid,
practical and effective academic supervision module, that is, an academic supervision
module specifically for the Headmaster of Madrasah Ibtidaiyah like a module being
developed by researchers.
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3.2. Design Stage
At this stage, the researcher conducted a critique of the existing product in the form

of an academic supervision module in the 2016 school principal, compiling the
elements needed in the module such as the preparation of module maps and module
modules, references used in developing the material in the modules and instruments
used to assess the module to be developed.

a. Criticize Existing Modules
Based on the findings of the researchers as a form of criticism of the Academic

School Principal's 2016 supervisory module that the module on the implementation of
academic supervision is general in nature, namely supervision carried out by
principals of all levels of education from Extraordinary Schools (SLB), SD/MI,
SMP/MTs and SMA/MA equivalent, besides that the case studies that are shown by
many case studies found in high school, of course are very much different from the
existing schools under the level, especially the Madrasah Ibtidaiyah. In the
implementation of academic supervision, the lesson plan displays examples of lesson
plans for all levels from SLB to SMA and uses two curricula, the 2006 curriculum and
the 2013 curriculum. Learning material that discusses academic supervision.

In the implementation of academic supervision, the lesson plan displays examples
of lesson plans for all levels from SLB to SMA and uses two curricula, the 2006
curriculum and the 2013 curriculum. Learning material that discusses academic
supervision and the scope is at the end. So that it is confusing for the Madrasah
Headmaster who wants to study the module, especially for the headmaster of a
beginner Madrasah Ibtidaiyah or newly appointed Headmaster of the Madrasah
Ibtidaiyah. Therefore, as one of the efforts to fulfill the needs of the Headmaster of
Madrasah in carrying out the main tasks and functions as well as the fulfillment of the
competence of the Headmaster of the Madrasah, an academic supervision module that
is valid, practical and effective is developed.

b. Module Design
The module design is as follows: (1) Introduction which explains the background of

writing modules, competency targets, learning objectives, module scope, competency
map, learning organizing and learning strategies; (2) Learning activity 1 which
contains an explanation and scope of supervision describes the learning objectives,
indicators of achievement of objectives, description of material, summary of material,
practice questions, feedback and answer keys; (3) Learning activity 2 contains
planning for academic supervision that outlines learning objectives, indicators of
achievement of objectives, description of material, summary of material, practice
questions, feedback and answer keys; (4) Learning activity 3 contains the
implementation of academic supervision which outlines learning objectives, indicators
of achievement of objectives, description of material, summary of material, practice
questions, feedback and answer keys; (5) Learning activity 4 analysis of academic
supervision data that outlines learning objectives, indicators of achievement of
objectives, description of material, summary of material, practice questions, feedback
and answer keys; (6) Learning activities 5 contains the provision of feedback and
follow-up plans for learning processes that describe the learning objectives, indicators
of achievement of objectives, description of material, summary of material, practice
questions, feedback and answer keys; (7) Learning activity 6 contains a report on the
implementation of academic supervision that outlines the learning objectives,
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indicators of achievement of objectives, description of the material, summary of
material, practice questions, feedback and answer keys.

4. Development Stage
At this stage, the researcher carries out module development through two steps,

namely module validation or expert assessment followed by limited revisions and
trials.

4.1. Module Validation
At this stage, the researcher then conducted module validation through an expert,

Dr. Arwan, M.Pd, Dr. Happy Fitria, M.Pd and Dr. Suherman, M.Sc. In order to obtain
validity data and modules developed, a module assessment sheet is used. Then the
module is consulted with the supervisor and revised, then the module is submitted to
material experts, media experts and linguists to be validated. The results of the
validation are then analyzed by calculating the average score of the results of the
module assessment sheet and converting the average score into qualitative values
according to the assessment aspects. The module is said to be valid if it meets the
minimum module rating classification either. Based on the results of the validation, it
is known that the score of the module material validation is 3.66 which means it is in
a very good category, it can be concluded that the material in the module is declared
valid.

Assessment of the form of modules developed, it is known that the score of the
module form validation is 3.66 which means that it falls into the very good category,
concluding that the material in the module is declared valid. The validator's
assessment of motivation in the module, it was concluded that motivation in the
module was declared valid with a module score of 3.50 meaning that it was in a very
good category.

Finally, the validator's assessment of language and readability. Based on the results
of the language assessment analysis and the readability of the modules declared valid
with a module score of 3.53 means that they fall into the very good category,
conclusions can be drawn that the language and readability of the modules are
declared valid. Module Revision

Module revisions are based on suggestions and input from the validator when
conducting validation. There are several suggestions given for improvement. First,
according to Dr. Arwan, M.Pd, the scoring category needs to be reviewed because the
minimum score in the number 70 = is not too high, the allocation of time for learning
activities should be written from where. Second according to Dr. Happy Fitria, M.Pd.,
it is necessary to add an introduction to the module. Third, according to Dr. Suherman,
M.Sc., using the correct font size in the module must be seen in the module manual
and the questions made must be systematic.

4.2. Limited Test
The next activity is a limited test, before the comments and suggestions from the

validator are used as input to make improvements, then a limited test is carried out
and refined in the Focus Group Discussion (FGD) held on January 8, 2019. Based on
the results of discussions through the FGD. This module is stated to be very good and
worthy of use. However, there are a number of suggestions that are delivered in order
to better refine the module. First, according to Dr. Arwan, M.Pd the writing of place
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words should not be connected, focusing more on module users, so that the module
can be used by all school principals not only focused on the Headmaster of the
Madrasah Ibtidaiyah only, so that its usefulness is broader. Second according to Dr.
Happy Fitria, M.Pd., it is necessary to add an introduction to the module. Similarly,
according to Dr. Suherman, M.Sc., must be consistent with the use of font fonts,
besides that it also needs to add a list of important terms.

4.3. Disseminate Stage
This stage is the final stage, namely the use of modules that have been developed in

a wider scope. The following three stages of activities that must be carried out.

4.4. Validation Test Stage
At this stage the module that has been validated and revised at the development

stage will be implemented at the designated Madrasah Ibtidaiyah, MI. Munwariyah,
MI. Azhariyah, MI. Al-Kautsar, MI. Daarul Aitam, MI. Nurul Yakin, MI. Al-Husna,
MI. Sirotul Jannah, MI. Nurul Hidayah, MI. Nasyril Islamiyah, MI. Assegaf. With the
aim of knowing the effectiveness of the modules that have been developed. The
implementation of this activity was carried out on January 14 to 2019. At this stage
the researcher conducted a practice test and module effectiveness on the sample.
Implementation activities carried out on the sample of academic supervision activities
in MI. Assegaf, MI. Nurul Yakin and MI. Azhariyah. Based on the results of the
implementation, the analysis results are as follows.

4.5. Module Practicality Testing
In this study, the practicality of module testing was carried out with a response

questionnaire that was used to obtain data into the practical use of the module. Data
was obtained from the response questionnaire of the Headmasters of Madrasah as
users of the module and teacher response questionnaires as module objects.

The results of data analysis from the Madrasah Chief's response questionnaire
obtained a score of 3.59 and entered into a very good classification. This shows that
the module developed was practically practiced to be used by the Headmaster of
Madrasah in learning the implementation of academic supervision in their respective
madrasas.

The results of data analysis from teacher response questionnaires obtained a score
of 3.60 and included in the classification very well. This shows that the module
developed was practically practiced to be used by the Headmaster of Madrasah in
learning the implementation of academic supervision in their respective madrasas.

4.6. Module Effectiveness Testing
Based on the analysis of the results of the pretest recapitulation before studying the

module 10 respondents were declared incomplete with varied scores and KKM 75, but
after studying the module and implementing it there was a very good increase of 10
respondents or 100% declared complete in completing the post evaluation, this can be
concluded that the compiled module is declared effective so that it is feasible to be
used in the implementation of academic supervision of the Madrasah Principal in
Madrasah Ibtidaiyah.

4.7. Packing Stages
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At this stage, the module is packaged into a book and multiplied to be used by
Madrasah Ibtidaiyah, especially in Palembang city. The results of packing modules
can be seen in the attachment.

4.8. Diffusion and Adoption Stage
At this stage, modules that have been packaged into books will be disseminated so

that they can be absorbed or understood (diffusion) and used (adopted) by the
Headmaster of Madrasah especially in the city of Palembang. In the hope that the
problem of the implementation of supervision which is not in accordance with the
procedure does not occur again in every Madrasah and the Headmaster of Madrasah is
eager to carry out the mandate in carrying out his supervising competencies because
the Headmaster of Madrasah is no longer the teacher who is given additional
assignments but the Headmaster of Madrasah is a manager who must manage
Madrasah professionally so that educational goals can be achieved as they should
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